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BLASTING IN  
THE DARKNESS -  
A THING OF THE PAST!
The RPB L4 Light makes working  
in dark areas, such as tanks or other  
confined spaces, just as easy as  
working in broad daylight.  
Providing a highly concentrated output of light, it leaves the operator with 
both hands free to operate at maximum efficiency. The powerful LED lights 
cast light exactly into your path of vision. Powered by battery, the unit can 
operate for up to 16 to 24 hours on a single charge, making it the perfect 
companion for anyone blasting in darkness.

THE LIGHT
The light consists of four extremely efficient, high powered LED’s, controlled by the buttons on 
the battery pack that is strapped to your waist. The LEDs can be adjusted between five settings, 
depending on the brightness required. The lenses of the light are field replaceable to ensure the 
light remains vividly bright despite the harsh abrasive and dust in the working environment.

FEATuRES
• Highly concentrated output of light, the unit fully illuminates the area on which

blasting is taking place.

• Uses the latest technology in efficient, high powered
LED’s to achieve up to 450 Lumens of light output.

• In case of the cable becoming snagged, the light
features breakaway electrical connections.

• The light turns with the user’s head, keeping
the light in the user’s field of vision.

• Attractive, sleek styling is low profile and does
not protrude unnecessarily beyond the
structure of the helmet.

• Long lasting Li-ion battery, gives the operator
up to 8 hours at maximum brightness.

• Durable, lasting material will withstand
even the harshest environments.

• 5 unique light settings so the user can
choose what is suitable for
the application.

• Simple, easy to use controls that
sit on your belt.

• Replaceable outer lens to ensure the
lighting is coming through strong and clear.

The L4 light  
features a 
lightweight 
battery pack  
that mounts  
on your belt.


